THE 2019 NEW PRODUCT AWARDS, presented by Worship Facilities and Worship Tech Director, were chosen this year by way of an independent panel comprised of 19 individuals, each of whom currently works in a tech leader role at a church, along with Worship Tech Director content producer Andres Caamano. Serving as the most comprehensive audio, video, lighting and new media product awards in the house of worship market, products tabbed as 2019 New Product Award designees were recognized for their innovation and application for churches of all sizes and styles.

AUDIO PRODUCTS

IN-EAR MONITORING SYSTEM

LARGE-FORMAT LOUDSPEAKER

**DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE ($1,001+)**

**Custom Control**

*Allen & Heath*

Custom Control is a customizable, cross-platform control app, providing elegant, simple control over Allen & Heath dLive installed audio systems.

- Multiple user interfaces (per user, per device type)
- Custom graphics and background
- BYOD friendly
- Optional password protection
- iOS/Android/Windows/Mac

*allen-heath.com*

**Zen4 Universal IEM with ADEL**

*InEarz Audio*

Zen4 Universal IEM with ADEL InEarz Audio

The pinnacle of design and technology has come to Zen. With rich bass, smooth mids and exhilarating highs, this 4-driver in-ear system tells a story that just has to be heard to believe. Featuring ADEL Technology along with an expertly crafted 4-driver balanced armature module.

*pro.inearz.com*

**WPS**

*Martin Audio*

Martin Audio believes that rich, clear sound that envelops the entire congregation leads to an uplifting experience, a stronger community and a thriving house of worship. Designed to set a new benchmark for 8-inch line arrays, WPS combines Martin Audio's signature sound with a flexible approach to optimization of coverage, consistency and control, making it an ideal system for small-to medium-sized houses of worship.

*martin-audio.com*
accurate than ever with the power of 3D video and artificial intelligence (AI). Sensors measure service attendance with 97 percent or greater accuracy and data is accessed through a cloud-based reporting platform. It alleviates manual headcounts, saves time, and unifies the data collection process. sensourceinc.com

LIGHTING PRODUCTS

LED FIXTURE ($1-$1,250)

Ovation P-56FC CHAUVET Professional
Ovation P-56FC is a compact, virtually silent par that produces a homogenized, single-source, flat and even field of light with high CRI and features the same full color-mixing RGBAL LED system found in the popular Ovation E-910FC ellipsoidal to produce subtle pastels to punchy saturates and nearly any temperature of white. Interchangeable lens plates are also included as well as 16-bit dimming, RDM and PWM. chauvetprofessional.com

ReNew-LD 2.0 LED Retrofit Assembly
PRG
The ReNEW 2.0 LED Retrofit Assembly offers an affordable solution to facilities upgrading their lighting systems to LED sources to reduce operating costs. It is an LED light engine designed to work with the lens and shutter assemblies of the Electronic Theatre Controls (ETC) Source Four® ellipsoidal. prg.com

LED FIXTURE ($1,251+)

Rheos Aquarii
The Aquarii Rheos RGBW LED Light fixture provides optimal color blending and hue saturation. The fixture has
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been user-friendly for video and TV productions. Our color fixture offers one of the highest light outputs in the market today. aquariitech.com

**Chamsys**

**Inspire MD™ Chroma-Q**

The Inspire MD™ LED house light is a powerful fixture capable of replacing conventional tungsten fixtures which connects directly to a traditional dimming system. This fixture provides a beautiful warm white, high CRI, a fully homogenized lens with a choice of three beam angles. Using an energy-efficient LED design reduces maintenance and running costs. Proprietary Chroma-Q technology ensures a smooth dimmer curve from 0-100 on standard dimming systems. chroma-q.com

**ECLIPSEFS**

**ProLights Professional Lights**

ECLIPSEFS is a full-color LED ellipsoidal designed to deliver a full range of pastels, whites or saturates smoothly, consistently, and both with or without gobos. The ECLIPSEFS’s RGB + Lime LED engine has been specially engineered to provide a full spectrum and full output in the most discerning environments, regardless of which role the ECLIPSEFS is playing. prolightsamerica.com

**BEST OVERALL LIGHTING**

**Chamsys**

**MOVING LIGHT**

**Fuze Profile Elation Professional**

The ideal fusion of performance, features and value, the Fuze Profile™ is a full-color-spectrum, automated LED moving head with comprehensive design features, including framing, useful wherever high color-quality is needed. Housing a 305-watt, 92 CRI, RGBMA engine, designers have access to an impressive LED color array, including a beautiful mixed white. elationlighting.com

**OTHER LIGHTING PRODUCT**

**QuickQ Rack Chamsys**

QuickQ Rack is a small rack mountable version of the QuickQ console

**DMX Hoist Mod Scenes**

Mod Scenes DMX Hoists are incredibly unique lights that move vertically in a 3D space. Each hoist is comprised of a lifting motor and an RGB LED Luminaire. Each hoist has DMX controlled height, speed, dimmer, strobe, and color mixing. This product combines accuracy and speed to create a new concept of “moving light.” Luminaire shapes include Orbs, Tubes, and Cubes. Learn more at modscenes.com/dmx-hoist. modscenes.squarespace.com

**MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS**

**Podcasting, Webcasting or Streaming Product ($1-$2,500)**

**MV88+ Video Kit Shure Incorporated**

The MV88+ Video Kit provides content creators with an all-in-one solution for capturing professional-quality recordings on-the-go. The MV88+ digital stereo condenser microphone kit includes a Manfrotto PIXI tripod, phone clamp, and mount, providing next-level recording flexibility and compatibility with iOS and USB-C cables. shure.com

**Podcasting, Webcasting or Streaming Product ($2,501+)**

**Haivision**

**Makito X4 Video Encoder Haivision**

The Makito X4 is an ultra low-latency HEVC and